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Dont Forget
Just Surrender

Just Surrender
Don t Forget
Submitted by: paramore_fans@yahoo.com

watch the video of this song here
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cLmeM9Zyjyc

Key: C#

Tuning: Standard EADGBe

Chords used:
Bbm -  x13321
F# -   244322
C# -   x46664
G# -   466544
G#/C - x365xx

Intro: C#

         Bbm
Don t forget
         F#
don t forget
         Bbm
don t forget
         F# Bbm F# Bbm F#
don t forget

Verse 1:
Bbm
  3 miles never 
        F#
seem so far i wish
                   Bbm
I owned the faster car
         G#/C     C#
or maybe tears of dice
     F#
will help me see what
                 Bbm
lies in me, if i hit
the ground real 
hard and fast
    F#



the pain will only
              Bbm
last a day or two
     G#/C C#
much less than what
F#
you would put me through

Refrain:
    F#         G#
Coz without my heart
     Bbm
this pain will go away
F#      G#
without you
     Bbm
i ll never 
be the same

Chorus 1:
C#
  Don t forget why we
G#
fell in love in
the first place
    Bbm
And why we never let
         F#
a second up this
go you with
C#
This is the last
       G#
time I get to tell
you I love you
    Bbm
and don t forget
                  F#
I ll never lie to you

Interlude:
         Bbm
Don t forget
         F# Bbm F#
don t forget

Verse 2:
Bbm
   Lies to which that you



F#
meant this much as I do
    Bbm        G#/C   C#
and I tell you that I love
F#      Bbm
you but yes you lie
coz you never said
    F#
you take goodbye
                      Bbm
I wish the pain would end
  G#/C     C#         F#
I wish the pain would end

(Repeat Refrain)

Chorus 2:
C#
  Don t forget why we
G#
fell in love in
the first place
    Bbm
And why we never let
         F#
a second up this
go you with
C#
This is the last time
            G#
time that I get to
say that I love you
    Bbm
and don t forget
                  F#
I ll never lie to you

(Repeat Refrain)

Chorus 3:
C#
  Don t forget why we
G#
fell in love in
the first place
    Bbm
And why we never let
         F#
a second up this



go you with

Chorus 4:
C#
  Don t forget why we
G#
fell in love in
the first place
    Bbm
And why we never let
         F#
a second up this
go you with
C#
This is the last time
time I get to
G#
say that I love you
    Bbm
and don t forget
                  F#
I ll never lie to you
C#
This is the last time
       G#
that I get to tell
you I love you
    Bbm
and don t forget
                  F#
I ll never lie to you

Outro:
                  C#     G#
I ll never lie to you to you
                  Bbm    F# C#(hold)
I ll never lie to you to you


